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Address Ceramic Colors Wolbring GmbH 
Rudolf-Diesel-Straße 15 - 17 (Gewerbegebiet) 
56203 Höhr Grenzhausen 

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our accurate production process is strictly monitored throughout every step. We primarily use Collection 140 flat glass colours as basic material.
According to our customers’ requests we also use lead-containing flat glass colours from Collection 34 as well as ceramic colours for ceramics,
porcelain and enamel for special applications. Apart from that we develop individual shades according to RAL, NCS, Pantone or to our customers’
specifications. The colour is assessed under realistic conditions, which means that we examine the shade by looking at it through the glass. Regular
flat glass usually has a green shade to itself. To avoid colour falsification we adapt the colour matching to every order we receive. If requested we take
into account different types and thicknesses of glass as well as the respective production conditions. It is part of our special service to provide our
customers with a set of samples which they can test according to their own process parameters. 

The close cooperation between the production team and the development and applications engineering department allows us to offer you innovative
high-quality products. Our company laboratory is in charge of quality assurance and monitoring.
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